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I have been on a quest for a GOOD truck cover manufacturer. We are and have been dealers for Covercraft, Coverking and 
California Car Cover for years, but I have not been happy with how they fi t our trucks. We found a company that will make our 
cover my way, with reinforcement at those sharp bed corners, long enough to cover bumpers and running boards, enough room 
for mirrors and just a tad cheaper than building a garage!!  Shown below as "Ours"

Our truck covers are long enough to cover the running boards

TRUCK COVERS

  TRUCK  COVERS

SILVER-TECH
3 layers Sy's exclusive design with DOOR ZIPPER, on driver side. 
What a great cover for shows. Keeps interior cooler, we are in Arizona 
so very aware of how important UV resistant sun refl ective covers are for 
protection. Lightest weight, so easy on and off . 
Super slick inner side pampers paint. 
   No comparison anywhere. .....................  TC-5301-SZ  .......... $159.00 ea 

STORM-BOND, fabric also known as 4000, Coverbond, Mosom, Noah, etc.
4 layers. Best long term storage and protection from dings, hail, family 
traffi  c. Outer layer has highest UV (sun) protection available. Ultrasonic 
sealed seams to avoid stitches and punctures. Color: light Grey
  SY'S with reinforced bed corner .............  TC-5300-PG  ......... $169.95 ea 
  THEIRS, no reinforcing ..........................  TC-5303-4PG  ....... $169.95 ea 
  LONG BED ............................................  TC2-5305-LB  ........ $178.50 ea 

SOFT-BOND, fabric also known as 3000, blockit, 380 and others
3 layers, very soft without the “fuzz” that we worry about in fl annel fabrics, 
nice slick underside. Water resistant, seams heat sealed to avoid stitches 
and punctures. UV resistant, Color: TAN
  OURS, reinforced bed corner, custom fi t  TC-5300-FT  ..........  $115.00 ea 
  THEIRS, no reinforced corners. .............  TC-5303-3FT  .......... $99.95 ea 
  LONG BED ............................................  TC2-5303-3000  ....... $99.95 ea 

 

BONDTECH, Fabric also known as Honeycomb, 1000, budget shield, and others
Very breathable, lightweight, water resistant, economical, indoor and 
outdoor mild weather or short term storage, good dirt, dust and UV ray 
protection. Easy on & off . Color: LIGHT GREY
  OURS reinforced corners, custom fi t .....  TC-5300-BG  ........... $79.95 ea 
  THEIRS, no reinforcing ..........................  TC-5303-1B  ............ $59.95 ea 
  LONG BED,  ..........................................  TC2-5303-1000  ....... $59.95 ea 

BED COVER, covers just the bed, good for shows, quick cover up, 
protects bed as well as items from view ...  TC-9102  .................. $55.00 ea 

SEE PAGE 91 FOR BED TONNEAU AND SUPPORTS

PANEL TRUCK COVERS AVAILABLE, not all in stock so please call for 
what is available or current wait time for building.

COVERCRAFT, COVERKING, ETC. available, call for prices.  
We are dealers for most all truck covers on market of course but 
Our covers are made for Our trucks.

CABLE AND LOCK FOR COVER ............  TC-9109  .................. $12.50 ea 

ANTENNA GROMMET, reinforcement .....  TC-9112  .................... $1.75 ea 

DRAWSTRING STORAGE BAG ..............  TC-9110  ..................  $11.00 ea 
    These are included with all our covers.

FRONT END MECHANICS COVER ........  0158-4852M  .......... $139.50 ea 


